Singapore is on the front lines of two global crises. The first is North Korea and the regional destabilisation that might follow if the regime in Pyongyang chooses to turn its war-like rhetoric into something more. The second is H7N9. One cannot overstate the fear that epidemic infectious disease holds over Asian nations. The consequences of, and the panic precipitated by, SARS in April, 2003, is still very much felt today---initial denials, eventual acceptance that a new coronavirus was real, the masks, a mass human flight from China\'s capital city, political paralysis, the public\'s devastating loss of trust in officialdom, and a city (a nation, even a region) almost wholly quarantined from the rest of the world. As Laurie Garrett recalled at the World Health Summit\'s first regional meeting, held in Singapore last week, a decade ago China was a nation gripped by the fear of fever. That fear is beginning to spread once again. Singapore\'s Prime Minister, Lee Hsien Loong, opened the Summit by identifying emerging infectious disease as one of his government\'s most important challenges. Singapore, traditionally a nation that prizes self-sufficiency above all other virtues, now sees stronger coordination and collaboration between Asian governments as an urgent necessity. He wants his regional neighbours to cooperate more by sharing their experiences and knowledge. "Viruses don\'t need passports", he concluded.
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All of which is regrettable, since Asia should receive our attention for happier reasons. More than anywhere else, Asia is the global laboratory for universal health coverage. As Bill Hsiao pointed out, Asia offers radically different perspectives on the evolving stages towards universal health coverage---a unique mix of low (Bangladesh, Cambodia, Myanmar, Nepal), low-middle (India, Indonesia, Lao, Pakistan, Philippines, Vietnam), upper-middle (China, Malaysia, Thailand), and high (Hong Kong, Japan, Singapore, South Korea, Taiwan) income settings reveal secrets and traps for achieving stronger health systems. Most Asian countries have made universal health coverage a political objective---Indonesia by 2019, China by 2020, for example. Others (Singapore, Japan) are trying to sustain perilously fragile past achievements. Lee Hsien Loong made his predicament strikingly clear. Singapore became a self-sufficient governing state in 1959. In just half a century, the country went from "third-world to first-world". Singapore must now address the toxic mix of an ageing society (the fastest in Asia), the "epidemic" of chronic disease, and increasingly unaffordable health care. Mr Lee pledged to do what many western heads-of-state refuse to do: ensure that his government will accept a bigger share of health costs. But the pace of change in Singapore may defeat even Mr Lee. The number of Singaporeans aged 20--64 years per Singaporean aged 65 or over was a healthy 13·5 in 1970. It is 6·7 today. By 2030, it will be 2·6, and after 2050, 1·8. This demographic change is potentially catastrophic. Solutions? Much hopeful talk of engaging the population in a new era of healthy living. But more profound change is likely, and it may be deeply unpopular. Greater financial contributions to health care from Singaporeans during their working lives. Copayments. Tougher rules on the provision of cost-effective treatments. Wider use of the private sector to absorb some of the responsibility from the state. The precariousness of health care, as Bill Hsiao pointed out, is its inherent uncertainty. None of us, let alone our governments, knows when or how much health care we will need. But we will need it. We will expect it. We will demand it.
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What was the most inspiring moment in Singapore? The participation of Myanmar. Myanmar is passing through an extraordinary transition. From an authoritarian to a more democratic regime. From a closed to a market-based economy. From internal conflict to national reconciliation. From isolation to regional and international integration. As Matthew Tiedemann, from the NGO PACT Myanmar, emphasised, these dramatic changes remain embryonic. But one should be cautiously optimistic. Just two days before the Summit, the US Government gave permission for Tiedemann to work more closely with the Myanmar regime. Each day brings new signs that these early changes in Myanmar\'s political circumstances are irreversible. This feeling was confirmed when the country\'s Minister of Health, Pe Thet Khin, asked openly, humbly, and warmly for advice and assistance. Myanmar has rejoined the global health community.
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